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Melbourne’s first wooden boat festival 

Despite chronic under-staffing, the editorial office was able 
to despatch four representatives to the inaugural Melbourne 
Wooden Boat Festival at Docklands on February 21st.  

‘Lincoln’ 
is a classic 
wooden race 
boat that 
was clocked 
at 52 mph.

Held over the Feb 20-21 weekend, Melbourne’s first WBF was 
never going to compare favourably with Hobart’s, but your 
reporters found there were some interesting boats present, 
including vintage Chris-Craft and a Riva Aquarama.

A line of  tents housed 
trade displays and interest 
groups, but there weren’t 
many activities and only a 
limited choice of  catering.  
The entry cost was $15.

Alas the only model boat 
organisation present was 
the Illawong MBG on the 
Saturday, who reported it 
was a long (12-hour) but 
worthwhile day. 

Deck details on the sailing vessel 
‘One and All’.

Best value could be gained from the visit by asking questions 
of  the boat owners, who would sometimes then invite you 
on-board for a closer inspection.  A highlight was a forty-
minute trip around Port Melbourne in the classic ferry Grower 
for the princely sum of  $5.  This took its passengers past 
most of  the points of  interest while the operator provided 
commentary.  Impressed by the jaunty appearance and period 
detailing of  the Grower, I have added it to my model list.

The 1923  
motor vessel 
‘Grower’ 
pictured 
against the 
Melbourne 
skyline.

Captain’s Log  5th March 2010        

I am pleased to report that Murray will be our new Captain from 
next month and that Richard has volunteered to be his successor. 
This ends my two-and-a-half  year stint at the helm, but the news-
letter will remain my responsibility for the time being.

Bert’s boat          
Bert, or rather his carved likeness, indulges in a bit of  fishing 
off  the stern of  his boat (below).  It’s good to see you have the 
necessary safety equipment stowed at the bow there, Bert, 
and wet weather gear to keep off  that rain.

Versatile hull

The hull of Alan’s tug Versatile is seen having its fibreglass 
sheathing applied (below).  Following leads gained at the 

Wooden Boat Festival, 
Alan was able to make 
contact with one of the 
boat’s previous owners 
and receive information 
that should prove useful 
in his building of this 
large 1:12 scale tug.
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